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Featured in this exclusive newsletter are successful PR and Production
executions, and interesting digi-bits you should be aware of:

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

-

A Note From Our CEO

-

New Clients On board

-

East River Production - Jafferjees Winter Collection
Photography Shoot

-

East River PR - Stop Illegal Trade Campaign

-

Facebook Insight Of The Month: Facebook acquires
CRM tool Kustomer

-

Google Insight Of The Month: It’s time to break the
invisible rules of marketing in Pakistan

-

Standout Campaign Of The Month: McDonald’s Looks
Back on Lockdown From a Kid’s Perspective in This
Relatable Holiday Spot
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A NOTE FROM OUR CEO
Dear Partner,
Happy New Year! May 2021 help us build upon the achievements of the hardest year we have experienced
as a business. While most will remember 2020 for the challenges it presented, we will remember it as a year
when our resilience was tested and the year we went global with our service offerings while powering
through the challenges of working from home.
Let's now look forward and set our sights on new targets. In 2021 we hope to continue delivering award
winning digital services while introducing the latest in digital marketing technology. Be it AI in media buying
or VR in experiential marketing, we hope to increase our focus on trying new tools to build and engage
audiences in ways previously not explored. And we hope to build one of the strongest influencer marketing
networks in the country.
Lets gear up together for an incredible 2021.

Best Wishes,
Faizan S. Syed
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NEW CLIENTS ON BOARD
JS Investments Limited (JSIL) (estd. 1995) is the
oldest private sector Asset Management Company in
Pakistan. JSIL offers a wide range of investment
products including mutual funds, voluntary pension
schemes, and Separately Managed Accounts (SMAs)
to cater to the needs of individual and institutional
investors.

Dewan Farooque Motors Limited is a Pakistani
automobile manufacturer based in Karachi, Pakistan.
The major activities by the company are assembling,
manufacturing and sale of vehicles. It has also been
in partnership with BMW, since 2004, and is a
registered dealer of the same in Pakistan.
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STOP ILLEGAL
TRADE
Objective:
To raise concern about the illicit trade of tobacco in
Pakistan, and create awareness on how tax evasion
drastically affects our country’s economy.
Execution:
- Influencers affiliated with the top news channels
shared a video on their social media pages with
Hashtags #illicitCigaretteMafia #GairQanooniMafia
#TaxAdayegiLaazim
Results:
- Most of the content generated under SIT hashtags
received a positive response. Key opinion leaders
also received a positive response from the public for
raising their voice.
- Getting key opinion leaders to make videos for
their Twitter accounts instead of just writing tweets
was more impactful.
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JAFFERJEES-WINTER

COLLECTION PRODUCTION

Objective:
To launch the Winter Collection by capitalizing on the
legacy of Jafferjees and keeping it relevant to the current
target audience
Execution:
- Fashion models, with whom the target audience could
relate, were photographed with the new collection
products
Results:
- Photographs were posted on digital media platforms
such as Facebook and Instagram to create hype for the
new collection
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FACEBOOK ACQUIRES
CRM TOOL KUSTOMER
Facebook has acquired top-rated CRM Kustomer, to aid business
profiles with text-based customer communication and
management.
CRM Kustomer compiles conversations from a variety of channels
into a single screen view to help businesses automate repetitive and
frequently asked responses.
Businesses around the world are adjusting to the evolving digital
environment to make communication about their products and
services more customer-centric.
“As businesses adjust to an evolving digital environment, they’re
seeking solutions that place people at the centre, especially when it
comes to communication,” wrote Dan Levy, VP of Ads and Business
Products, and Matt Idema, COO, WhatsApp. After all, who wants to
call anyone for help anymore? I barely can summon the energy to
record a voicemail greeting. (Much less actually check them. Just
text me, Dad!)
It’s another interesting shift from Facebook into the business
operations and retail sphere, following the integration of Shops this
spring and the announcement of API updates for WhatsApp and
Messenger.
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IT’S TIME TO BREAK THE INVISIBLE
RULES OF MARKETING IN PAKISTAN
Pakistan's consumer economy is evolving dramatically and the consumer
connectivity is increasing drastically. Brands need to keep up with changing
digital landscape and shift away from “the way things have always been
done”. For this they need to start questioning the invisible rules of marketing
found in Pakistan’s advertising landscape.
Myth #1: TV is the best way to spend my media budget
65-70% of current ad spend being allocated to TV by default in Pakistan
because many marketers still trust TV as the best medium to reach their
audience as “it’s visible”. Most brands only leverage 20%-30% of the
available reach on YouTube among their target audience because of low
funding. Thus, many brands don’t realize the potential reach awaiting them
on YouTube.
Myth #2: Allocating budget to digital doesn’t drive sales
Brands could spend millions on TV without questioning the ROI of every
rupee spent. They simply give TV a pass, believing it works. TV may work for
reach and awareness on a mass level, but it only provides limited post-buy
data. On the flip side, digital provides accurate and real-time measurement
not only around media metrics but also on brand KPIs.
Myth #3: To do more, we need more budget
Another false common belief on the marketing floor is, “more budgets yield
better results‘’. A better approach is to question our default media
allocations. Brands should start making informed decisions based on data
and optimizing returns without going deeper into their budget pockets.
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MCDONALD’S LOOKS BACK ON
LOCKDOWN FROM A KID’S PERSPECTIVE
IN THIS RELATABLE HOLIDAY SPOT
To give people some “magic” at the end of 2020,
McDonald’s has launched “30 days of freebies” for
customers on its app, marking the remaining days of
December.
To promote the giveaway, TBWA/Belgium created a
50-second ad that shows a young child telling Santa
about all of her disappointments this year—her canceled
birthday party, awkward remote-schooling moments,
paranoid parents and boring long walks with her family,
and asks Santa to do what he can to save Christmas.
Santa, of course, has a trick up his sleeve (and presumably
a great working relationship with McDonald’s).

Stay tuned for more
East River updates

You can find us on:
https://eastriverdigital.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eastriverpk/
https://www.facebook.com/eastriverpk
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https://www.instagram.com/east_riverpk/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-u6qP9HtcjIYH8YUvA0fqQ

